1. Introduction {#se0010}
===============

Speech is the fundamental means of communication among human beings. The constraints on transmission bandwidth arose the need for speech compression but without degrading quality. This is made possible by speech coding that aims at the representation of digital speech using fewer bits as possible with the minimum perceptual quality loss. Even though the coding parameters, quality and bit rate are inversely related, it is possible to augment the delivering voice quality by lowering the constraints of latency and complexity [@br0010], [@br0020]. The advancements in speech technology have made it a prime area of research in signal processing due to the increased demand for communication services [@br0030], [@br0040], [@br0050]. Along with the technological advancements in digital domain, the need for efficient utilization of transmission network bandwidth and data storage is also increasing.

CS deals with the non-linear recovery of the signal by exploiting its sparsity in some domain. The popularity of CS paradigm in signal processing is due to its advantages; inherent compression, de-noising and encryption and less complexity at the transmitter [@br0060]. The prime need in CS application is to find a sparsifying basis for the signal under consideration and to know the level of sparsity for proper reconstruction. Most of the naturally occurring signals exhibit sparsity in some domain and this opened the door for applying CS in image, video, speech, and bio-signals [@br0070], [@br0080], [@br0090], [@br0100].

In speech processing, CS is used for coding, enhancement and encryption [@br0110], [@br0120]. Daniels et al. [@br0080] proposed a scalable Algebraic Code Excited Linear Prediction (ACELP) using the compressed framework which offers scalability by varying the dimensions of measurements. In [@br0130], a hybrid dictionary of Linear predictive Coding (LPC) and Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) is proposed for the representation of speech signal to account for the time-varying nature. In our previous work [@br0120], we did a dynamic selection of basis as per the statistical properties of the signal. In [@br0140], the CS concept is used for both speech coding and enhancement by exploiting its sparsity in the frequency domain. The CS based coding provides the inherent advantages of scalability by varying the number of measurements, enhancement due to sparse recovery as noise is non-sparse and encryption due to sensing matrix. In addition to the benefits offered by CS, there exist some drawbacks that cause technical difficulties which have been addressed in this paper.

1.1. Basics of CS frame work {#se0020}
----------------------------

Compressive sensing relies on the reconstruction of high dimensional signal, $X \in \mathbb{R}^{N}$ from its low dimensional linear projections, $Y \in \mathbb{R}^{M}(M \ll N)$ by exploiting sparsity *K*, of the signal in a certain basis *ψ*, where $K < M < N$.

The measurement vector, $Y = \phi X$, where *ϕ* is called the sensing matrix and *X*, the signal of interest is represented in *ψ* as, $X = \psi S$, where *S* is the sparse vector that contains only *K* non zero or significant values, the rest $(N - K)$ values can be discarded. So,$$Y = \phi X = \phi\psi S = AS$$ Solving [(1)](#fm0010){ref-type="disp-formula"} is an NP-Hard combinatorial problem. Candes et al. [@br0150] proposed $l_{0}$ minimization based solution for sparse recovery and is given below as$$\min\limits_{U \in \mathbb{R}^{N}}\ {\parallel U \parallel}_{0}\quad such\quad that\quad AU = Y$$ To obtain a unique solution for [(2)](#fm0020){ref-type="disp-formula"}, *A* should satisfy Restricted Isometry Property (RIP) of order *K* given as$$(1 - \delta_{K}){\parallel U \parallel}_{2}^{2} \leq {\parallel AU \parallel}_{2}^{2} \leq (1 + \delta_{K}){\parallel U \parallel}_{2}^{2} where\quad{\parallel U \parallel}_{0} \leq K$$ If *A* satisfies RIP, then there exists RIP constant $\delta_{K}$ in the interval \[0 1\] that satisfies [(3)](#fm0030){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Solving [(2)](#fm0020){ref-type="disp-formula"} cannot be done in polynomial time and an approximate solution can be obtained by replacing $l_{0}$ norm with $l_{1}$ norm as$$\min\limits_{U \in \mathbb{R}^{N}}\ {\parallel U \parallel}_{1}\quad such\quad that\quad AU = Y$$ Since RIP is difficult to determine [@br0100], another condition is minimum correlation between *ϕ* and *ψ* which can be easily verified by evaluating coherence, $\mu(\phi,\psi)$ expressed as follows:$$\mu(\phi,\psi) = \sqrt{N}\max\limits_{i,j}\ \frac{|\langle\phi_{i},\psi_{j}\rangle|}{{\parallel \phi_{i} \parallel}_{2}{\parallel \psi_{j} \parallel}_{2}}$$ where $\phi_{i}$ (for $i = 1$ to *M*) represents the rows of *ϕ* and $\psi_{j}$ (for $j = 1$ to *N*) represent the columns of *ψ*. Signal of interest *X* is estimated as $\widehat{X} = \psi\widehat{U}$ and the accuracy of estimation increases with decrease in value of $\mu(\phi,\psi)$ and if it is nearer to 1, then *ϕ* and *ψ* are incoherent [@br0100].

1.2. Key problems addressed in this paper {#se0030}
-----------------------------------------

### 1.2.1. Efficiency of sensing matrix {#se0040}

The most commonly used sensing matrices include random matrices obtained using independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian process, non binary orthogonal/non-orthogonal matrices, and sparse matrices. The Gaussian sensing matrix is most popular due to its incoherence with most of the bases. Due to its non zero non-integer values, the matrix is denser, and hence the computational complexity and storage requirements are very high [@br0090]. This will also add extra cost to the hardware implementation.

For capturing measurements $Y \in \mathbb{R}^{M}$ from signal $X \in \mathbb{R}^{N}$, the dimension of sensing matrix will be $M \times N$. Using Gaussian random matrix for sensing measurements, the storage and computational requirements respectively are $M \times N$ and $M \times N$ multiplication and $M \times (N - 1)$ additions. Since multiplications are computationally expensive, this will increase the sensing time for measurements.

### 1.2.2. Sparsity of speech signal {#se0050}

Most of the naturally occurring signals show sparsity in some domain. Most of the CS based speech coding in literature has used DCT as the sparsifying domain. But for speech, due to its time-variant nature, neither the domain nor the level of sparsity is fixed. In [@br0130], a hybrid basis consisting of DCT and LPC is used for sparse representation of frames. This choice of hybrid basis will increase the reconstruction accuracy but also the computational time for sparse recovery due the usage of greedy algorithms. Thus, the associated challenge is to identify a sparsifying basis that gives a compact representation of the speech signal for carrying out sparse recovery based reconstruction efficiently. But in the case of speech, which is highly non-stationary in nature, this is very difficult.

### 1.2.3. Quantization of transmission parameters {#se0060}

To bring down the transmission bit rate to medium, the quantization of parameters is required. The quantization error of measurements has a great impact on the reconstruction accuracy due to its significance in sparse recovery. In our previous works [@br0120], [@br0160], the probability distribution of speech is exploited for quantization of measurements but it requires both the mean and variance of each measurement vector to be transmitted along with indices. In [@br0140], the quantization of measurements is done using Analysis-by-synthesis (AbS) approach which requires the reconstruction of signal at transmitter that increases its complexity. Due to a large number of measurements, scalar based quantization schemes will not give a significant reduction in bit rate.

1.3. Major contribution of this work {#se0070}
------------------------------------

The following solutions are proposed in this paper for addressing the above issues;1.Instead of the most widely used Gaussian random matrix, a new sparse binary matrix which is a variant of Binary Permuted Block Diagonal (BPBD) is proposed for sensing measurements that enhances the perceptual quality of reconstructed speech and also reduces the transmitter complexity.2.Instead of finding a single sparsifying basis for speech signal, we put forward the solution of allocating separate basis for each category of speech signal that enhances the sparsity. For this purpose each speech frame is categorized as voiced, unvoiced or inactive using statistical features, Zero Crossing Rate (ZCR) and Average power that ensures the allocation of most appropriate basis for efficient coding. For each category, the following hybrid bases are experimentally determined which is beneficial for CS recovery.•Voiced - The hybrid basis of DCT and Daubechies wavelet of order 8.•Unvoiced - Hybrid basis consisting of LPC and Daubechies wavelet of order 3.•Inactive - Daubechies wavelet of order 3.3.To reduce the bit rate of coding mechanism, a conventional Vector Quantization (VQ) is used for LPC coefficients and an orthogonal mapping based VQ scheme is proposed for the quantization of CS measurements. The orthogonal VQ provides the benefit of direct summation due to its property of zero correlation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows; Section [2](#se0080){ref-type="sec"} describes the functionalities of various blocks in the encoding and decoding sections of the algorithm. The frame work of the proposed sparse binary sensing matrix is explained in section [3](#se0110){ref-type="sec"}. The determination of various speech categories and the algorithm for identification of category is given in section [4](#se0120){ref-type="sec"}. The selection of optimal basis that enhances sparsity for each category of the speech signal and the quantization of transmitting parameters is given respectively in sections [4](#se0120){ref-type="sec"} and [5](#se0150){ref-type="sec"}. The validation of the proposed scheme and the comparison of its performance with other coding mechanisms are summarized in Section [7](#se0210){ref-type="sec"} followed by the conclusion and future work given in section [8](#se0290){ref-type="sec"}.

2. Architecture of the proposed speech coding mechanism {#se0080}
=======================================================

A detailed description of the encoding and decoding sections of the proposed CS based speech coding is given in the following subsections.

2.1. Encoder {#se0090}
------------

The incoming Narrow-Band (NB) signal sampled at 8 kHz is converted to frames of 20 ms duration. The functionalities of encoder include capturing measurements followed by frame categorization, quantization of measurements and LPC coefficients as shown in [Fig. 1](#fg0010){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 1Encoder block of CS based proposed coding scheme.Figure 1

From the input speech frame consisting of 160 samples, the measurements that can be of various lengths (46, 64, 80, 96, 112, 128, 144) depending upon the reduction factor are obtained using the proposed sensing matrix. From the average power of measurements and ZCR of the frame, the speech category has been identified and a 2-bit representation shown in [Table 1](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"} is sent to the receiver for identification. The measurements are quantized using 10-bit orthogonal VQ with multiple levels of mapping. Along with this, if the frame is categorized as unvoiced, the LPC coefficients are also transmitted which have been quantized using 7-bit conventional VQ.Table 1Bit representation for frame categorization and required parameter quantization.Table 1CategoryBit representationQuantizationVoiced11MeasurementsUnvoiced10Measurements and LPC coefficientsInactive00Measurements

2.2. Decoder {#se0100}
------------

From the transmitted parameters; frame category, measurement indices and LPC index, the decoder has to reconstruct the frame using the appropriate basis. The 2-bit frame category representation is used for the selection of basis for recovery as shown in [Fig. 2](#fg0020){ref-type="fig"}. Using the transmitted indices, the measurements are obtained from the codebooks for the known number of levels of mapping. The selected basis *ψ* and the sensing matrix *ϕ* are key ingredients in the construction of sparse recovery matrix *A*, and this is used for reconstructing the frame of speech signal.Figure 2Decoder block of CS based proposed coding scheme.Figure 2

3. Proposed sparse binary sensing matrix {#se0110}
========================================

Sparse binary sensing matrix would be a good replacement for Gaussian iid random matrix. The major advantage of sparse matrix lies in the ease of implementation due to less number of non zero values that reduces memory needs, computational power, and sensing delay. In [@br0090], BPBD is used for sensing natural images, and a modified form of BPBD is proposed in [@br0100] for sensing physiological signals. The major benefit obtained from using BPBD, which is a sparse binary sensing matrix, is its less complexity in comparison to sparse sensing matrix by the elimination of multiplication. This gave the motivation for replacing the Gaussian random matrix with sparse binary sensing matrix due to the similarities of properties that exist among natural signals that include image, speech and bio-signals.

The sensing matrix proposed in [@br0100] for acquiring bio-signals is shown in [Fig. 3](#fg0030){ref-type="fig"}. It consists of identical diagonal blocks *D* having *m* ones, where $m = N/M$ and rest all elements of the sensing matrix are zeros. The dimension of sensing matrix is $M \times N$ where *M* is the number of measurements to be acquired from signal of length *N*. In [@br0100], the ratio of length of signal to measurements *m*, is always considered as integers. But for speech, $N = 160$ and it represents the length of a speech frame of duration 20 ms. The number of measurements *M* acquired from a speech frame is solely determined by the reduction factor *s* that spans the interval \[0 1\]. *s* is the ratio of number of measurements to length of speech signal denoted by $s = M/N$, and thus *m* and *s* are inversely related. *m* have mostly non-integer values for different values of *s* as shown in [Table 2](#tbl0020){ref-type="table"}. Having non-integer values for *m* is not acceptable as it denotes the number of ones in the diagonal block and hence we modified the diagonal block *D* for fractional values of *m*.Figure 3Sparse binary sensing matrix proposed in literature.Figure 3Table 2Values of *m* determined as a function of *s* for CS based coding scheme.Table 2*s*0.20.30.40.50.60.70.80.9*m*53.332.521.671.431.251.11

In this paper, the sensing matrix for speech signal is obtained in either of two ways; (1) if *m* is an integer, the method proposed in [@br0100] is used for the generation of sampling matrix. (2) For fractional values of *m*, customized diagonal blocks are generated in accordance with the description given in [Algorithm 1](#fg0050){ref-type="fig"}.Algorithm 1Formation of sensing matrix.Algorithm 1

From a speech frame of length *N*, the generation of sensing matrix using [Algorithm 1](#fg0050){ref-type="fig"} for a particular value of *s* first requires the evaluation of $m = 1/s$ and determine whether *m* is integer or fraction.

\(i\) If *m* is integer, diagonal block *D* is generated that contains *m* ones. First row of sensing matrix $r_{1}$ will have *D* followed by all zeros. The rest $(M - 1)$ rows are obtained by circular shifting $r_{1}$, *m* times. For, e.g., let $s = 0.5$, then $m = 2$ which is integer and number of measurements $M = N \times s = 80$. So $D = \lbrack 1\quad 1\rbrack$ and $r_{1}$ will have *D* followed by 158 zeros. The second row of sensing matrix will be generated by circular shift of $r_{1}$ by 2 to right and in this similar manner, rest 78 rows are built and stacked to form the sensing matrix.

\(ii\) If *m* is non-integer, then obtain *m* in the form $Q/P$. Then, the dimension of diagonal block *D* is $P \times Q$. The number of diagonal blocks is $U = N/Q = M/P$. Next step is the generation of customized diagonal block *D*. Assign the integer values above and below *m* respectively to $m_{2}$ and $m_{1}$. *D* will be consisting of rows with either $m_{1}$ or $m_{2}$ ones. Number of rows with $m_{2}$ ones, $N_{m2} = Q - P \times m_{1}$, and the rest $P - N_{m2}$ rows will have $m_{1}$ ones. These rows with $m_{1}$ and $m_{2}$ ones are circular shifted and stacked to form the diagonal block *D*. By placing these diagonal block in a zero matrix of dimension $M \times N$, the sensing matrix is formed.

The sensing matrices developed using the proposed algorithm for $s = 0.3$ and 0.6 is illustrated in [Fig. 4](#fg0040){ref-type="fig"}. For $s = 0.3$, $m = 3.33$ and the reduced integer representation is 10/3. Hence the dimension of diagonal block $D_{0.3}$ is $3 \times 10$. The number of diagonal blocks is 16. Here, $m = 3.33$, so $m_{1} = 3$ and $m_{2} = 4$. The $D_{0.3}$ will be having one row with 4 ones and two rows with 3 ones. The sensing matrix is formed by placing $D_{0.3}$ diagonally. Similarly, for $s = 0.6$, $m = 1.6667$ and the reduced integer representation is 3/5 that gives the number of diagonal blocks $U = 32$. The $D_{0.6}$ will be consisting of two rows with 2 ones and another row with only single one. By placing $D_{0.6}$ diagonally, the sensing matrix is generated.Figure 4The proposed sensing matrix *M* for *s* = 0.3 and 0.6 with block diagonal *D*. The subscript indicates the value of *s*.Figure 4

The correlation of the proposed sensing matrix with that of DCT, one of the sparsifying bases of speech is computed using equation [(5)](#fm0050){ref-type="disp-formula"} and is shown in [Fig. 5](#fg0060){ref-type="fig"}. The *μ* values for $\phi_{Guassian}$ has a little variation with *s* but for $\phi_{proposed}$, the value of *μ* decreases with increase in *s*. The *μ* for $\phi_{Gaussian}$ is less than that of $\phi_{proposed}$ only for $s \leq 0.1$ which corresponds to $M = 10$ which is not practically feasible for the optimum reconstruction due to high compression ratio. For $\phi_{proposed}$, the *μ* remains almost constant from $s = 0.5$ to 0.9, an optimum range for reconstruction.Figure 5The deviations in *μ*(*ϕ*,*ψ*~*DCT*~) with values of *s* = 1/*m* for *ϕ*~*Gaussian*~ and *ϕ*~*proposed*~.Figure 5

4. Determination of various categories for speech {#se0120}
=================================================

Identification of a unique basis that provides a sparse representation for speech signal is not possible. Hence, we proceed to divide the speech signal into various categories and thereby to determine an appropriate basis that suits best for each category in terms of enhancing sparsity, a primary factor that determines reconstruction accuracy. The variations in characteristics of the speech signal is prominently due to the differences in speech production mechanism.

The different categories of speech samples that are manually marked are illustrated in [Fig. 6](#fg0070){ref-type="fig"} using relevant parts of clean speech samples from NOIZEUS database [@br0170]. The various types of speech that have similarity in the structure can be collectively grouped under same category. The various categories derived from the allocation of optimum basis are given below.1.*Voiced*. From the various types of speech sounds, the categories that have periodicity due to vocal chord vibration are placed under voiced category for basis selection. This includes vowels, diphthongs and some from unvoiced category with certain periodicity due to simultaneous vibration and frication such as nasal consonants, voiced plosives, and stops.2.*Unvoiced*. The components of the speech signal that are stochastic can be categorized as unvoiced. These components include fricatives, plosives or bursts, breath noise, noise in whispered speech and creaky voice that are of high-frequency components and are of noise like.3.*Inactive*. The regions of speech signal between voice activity are placed under this category. These consist of silence regions and signal components that have randomness and are of very low energy. To have a fair reconstruction of the signal, the coding of these parts of the speech signal is a necessity.Figure 6The speech sample that shows various types of speech for words: "the birch" (upper) and "canoe slid" (down).Figure 6

4.1. Speech frame categorization {#se0130}
--------------------------------

The TIMIT database [@br0180] consisting of 6466 speech samples are split into two halves for performing experiments. The speech samples of first half (TIMIT A) is used for the development of frame categorization method and the second half (TIMIT B) is used for the test and evaluation of the proposed speech categorization method. Due to the differences associated with the production of above mentioned speech categories and the existence of some correlation among them, a multi-feature based categorization will give better accuracy. The most commonly used features extracted from speech signal for grouping are Mel-frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC), Zero Crossing Rate (ZCR), energy of frames, pitch and LPC coefficients. The categorization is based upon the comparison of feature values with respect to a predefined threshold set for each feature. In [@br0190], the author used ZCR, energy, correlation between adjacent samples, first LPC coefficient and energy of prediction error for categorization using pattern recognition approach. Qi and Hunt [@br0200] suggested non-parametric methods based on multi-layer feed forward network for the categorization of speech. Mojtaba et al. [@br0210] used a multi-feature categorization with cepstral peak, ZCR and Auto-Correlation Function (ACF) parameters using clustering method.

We conducted experiments using various combination of features and selected ZCR and energy of frames for the categorization as proposed in our previous work due to its performance [@br0120].

*Zero Crossing Rate*. It defines the average rate of sign change in a speech signal and indicates the frequency region where the energy is concentrated. The ZCR for speech signal $s(n)$ of length *L* is defined as$$ZCR = \frac{1}{L - 1}\sum\limits_{n = 1}^{L - 1}I_{R < 0}(s(n)s(n + 1))$$ where $I_{R < 0}$ is an indicator function. Due to the quasi periodic nature of the voiced segments of speech signal, the ZCR is low and the unvoiced regions have a large ZCR. For silence or inactive regions, the ZCR lies between that of voiced and unvoiced but overlaps with both at boundaries.

*Average Power*. The voiced regions of speech have higher energy than the unvoiced regions of speech. The average power $P_{Ax}$ of speech signal $x(n)$, of length *L* is$$P_{Ax} = \frac{1}{L}\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{L}|x_{j}(n)|^{2}$$ where $x_{j}$ denotes the *j*th sample of $x(n)$. The silence or inactive regions of speech have the lowest average power.

*Average power computation using measurements.* The measurements $Y \in \mathbb{R}^{M}$ are obtained from $X \in \mathbb{R}^{N}$ for $m = N/M$ using the proposed sensing matrix as $Y = \phi_{proposed}X$. The average power of *Y* is computed using the equation as follows;$$P_{Ay} = \frac{1}{mN}\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{M}|y_{j}(n)|^{2}$$

The scaling of power by $1/(mN)$ instead of $1/M$ will compensate for the effect of $\phi_{proposed}$ that augments the value of *Y*. Each measurement *y* will be the sum of *m* adjacent speech samples *x*, and the summation of $y^{2}$ will be consisting of *mN* values of $x^{2}$. Since the average power of speech samples is required, the summation of $y^{2}$ is scaled by $1/(mN)$. The average power is evaluated using both *X* and *Y* with $N = 160$ for 500 frames of NB speech samples from TIMIT A database as a function of *s* and its values are plotted in [Fig. 7](#fg0080){ref-type="fig"} where the average power is scaled by 10^4^ for better visibility. It is evident from the figure that the envelope of average power is preserved with a little variation while using measurements which is sufficient for the discrimination. This method reduces the computational burden in the classification of frames as the number of multiplications and additions, respectively are reduced from $N^{2},N - 1$ to $M^{2},M - 1$.Figure 7Average power computation using frame (a) and its random measurements for *s* = 0.8 (b), 0.6 (c) and 0.4 (d).Figure 7

4.2. Proposed method {#se0140}
--------------------

The ZCR of the frame and average power of random measurements for $s = 0.5$ are evaluated for NB frames of both male and female speeches belonging to TIMIT A database that are manually categorized into voiced, unvoiced and inactive frames in order to obtain the correlation among the extracted parameters for different categories of speech. Here after, the average power means the average power scaled by 10^4^ to have a better visibility in the discrimination. The categorization of the frames based on the ZCR and average power is summarized in [Table 3](#tbl0030){ref-type="table"}. The thresholds 0.1 and 0.27 are found experimentally to get maximum fit with the manual categorization. The proposed method has been validated by experimentally categorizing 1000 speech frames from NB samples of TIMIT B database and its results are given in [Table 4](#tbl0040){ref-type="table"}. The miss and false rates indicate respectively the ratio of true frames but not detected and false frames that are detected for a particular category using the categorization algorithm. The high accuracy values and low error values (miss and false rate) for voiced, unvoiced and inactive frames in [Table 4](#tbl0040){ref-type="table"} illustrates the capability of algorithm in speech categorization.Table 3Frame categorization method.Table 3Speech categoryZCRAverage powerCategory definedVoiced, diphthongs\<0.1≥0.1nasal components,\
Voiced plosives0.1-0.27≥0.1Voiced\>0.27≥1Plosives, bursts,\
breath noise,\
creaky voice\>0.27\<1UnvoicedSilence\<0.27\<0.1InactiveTable 4Performance evaluation of proposed speech categorization method.Table 4CategoryMiss %False %Accuracy %Voiced21.596.5Unvoiced1.22.196.7Inactive0.80.998.3

5. Identification of optimum basis for each category {#se0150}
====================================================

For the above mentioned categories of speech, separate basis needs to be identified that suits best for each type in enhancing sparsity. Random wavelets are used for representing unvoiced sounds in [@br0220], and in [@br0230] super wavelets consisting of Daubechies wavelet of order three is used for unvoiced representation. In [@br0240], the author proposed Morlet wavelet for the representation and categorization of voiced sounds. Kadambe and Srinivasan [@br0250] used adaptive wavelets to model speech where the prominent coefficients are obtained using neural networks. A comparison of different wavelets for representation of speech revealed Daubechies as a suitable candidate [@br0260]. Hence in this work, we have considered DCT, LPC and Daubechies family of wavelets from order 2 to 10 (db2 to db10) for the representation of speech.

5.1. Derivation of various bases {#se0160}
--------------------------------

1.*LPC*

The representation of an arbitrary signal $s(n)$, using Linear Prediction (LP) model of order *M* is given as$$s(n) = \Sigma_{m = 1}^{M}a_{m}s(n - m) + e(n)\quad m = 1,2.....M$$ where $e(n)$ is the prediction error and $a_{m} \in a = \lbrack a_{1},...a_{M}\rbrack$ are the LP coefficients. In matrix form, [(9)](#fm0090){ref-type="disp-formula"} can be rewritten as$$s = Ae$$ where $A \in R^{N \times N}$ is the matrix that maps the error to synthesized signal. The matrix *A* can be obtained from the unit impulse response of $H(z)$ that denotes the transfer function of [(9)](#fm0090){ref-type="disp-formula"} expressed as$$H(z) = \frac{1}{1 - a_{1}z^{- 1} - ..... - a_{M}z^{- M}} = \sum\limits_{n = 0}^{+ \propto}h(n)z^{- n}$$ Every column of *A* matrix forms the basis vector and is given as$$A \cong \left( \begin{matrix}
{h(0)} \\
{h(1)} \\
{h(2)} \\
{...} \\
{h(N - 3)} \\
{h(N - 2)} \\
{h(N - 1)} \\
\end{matrix}\quad\begin{matrix}
0 \\
{h(0)} \\
{h(1)} \\
{...} \\
{h(N - 4)} \\
{h(N - 3)} \\
{h(N - 2)} \\
\end{matrix}\quad\begin{matrix}
{...} \\
{...} \\
{...} \\
{...} \\
{...} \\
{...} \\
{...} \\
\end{matrix}\quad\begin{matrix}
{...} \\
{...} \\
{...} \\
{...} \\
{...} \\
{h(0)} \\
{h(1)} \\
\end{matrix}\quad\begin{matrix}
0 \\
0 \\
0 \\
{...} \\
0 \\
0 \\
{h(0)} \\
\end{matrix} \right)$$2.*Wavelet* Any arbitrary real valued signal, $X \in \mathbb{R}^{N}$ can be represented in wavelet domain by identifying the daughter wavelets or nodes of wavelet decomposition tree that best suit the signal using entropy based best basis selection algorithm [@br0270]. The signal *X* can be denoted in matrix form as $X = \Psi K$, where $\Psi = \begin{bmatrix}
\psi_{1} & \psi_{2} & {...} & {...} & \psi_{N} \\
\end{bmatrix}$ and $K^{T} = \begin{bmatrix}
k_{1}^{T} & k_{2}^{T} & {...} & {...} & k_{N}^{T} \\
\end{bmatrix}$. The $\psi_{j}$ matrix that represents the basis corresponding to subspace of *j*th node is generated using the impulse response, $h_{j} = \left( h_{j1}h_{j2}......h_{jP} \right)$ obtained at *j*th node by passing an impulse down the tree from root node [@br0280]. The rows of $\psi_{j}$ matrix of dimension $P \times (2P - 1)$ given in [(12)](#fm0130){ref-type="disp-formula"} is created by shifting the row matrix, $h_{j}$ concatenated with P-1 zeros by one value at a time.$$\psi_{j} = \begin{bmatrix}
h_{j1} & h_{j2} & {...} & h_{jP} & 0 & {...} & 0 \\
0 & h_{j1} & {...} & h_{jP - 1} & h_{jP} & {...} & 0 \\
{...} & {...} & {...} & {...} & {...} & {...} & {...} \\
0 & 0 & {...} & h_{j2} & h_{j3} & {...} & 0 \\
0 & 0 & {...} & h_{j1} & h_{j2} & {...} & h_{jP} \\
\end{bmatrix}$$ Every column of $\psi_{j}$ matrix given in [(12)](#fm0130){ref-type="disp-formula"} is normalized and in a similar manner, the $\psi_{j}$ matrices for the rest $N - 1$ nodes are obtained. The final Ψ matrix is obtained by concatenating the $\psi_{j}$\'s of all *N* nodes.

5.2. Best basis selection for each speech category {#se0170}
--------------------------------------------------

The speech samples to determine the best basis for each category consists of both male and female speeches taken randomly from TIMIT A database that is band limited to 4 kHz followed by down sampling by a factor of 2. The optimum basis for a particular category is that basis which gives the minimum average basis count for the representation of speech signals belonging to that category and the procedure for basis selection is given below.

*Frame work for basis selection*1.The frames of the speech signal, $X_{i}$ for $i = 1,2,...,N$ are manually categorized by analysing the signal in Sonic Visualiser to obtain various categories $X = \{ X_{c1},X_{c2},....,X_{cT}\}$ where $X_{ci}$ is the set of frame belonging to category *ci*. Here $T = 3$.2.For all frames $f_{ij}$ for $i = 1,2,...M$ belonging to speech category $X_{cj}$, the optimum wavelet tree structure $w_{cjk} = \{ w_{1},w_{2},....w_{M}\}$ is identified for $WT_{k}$ wavelet using entropy based basis selection algorithm.3.The structure of wavelet tree common to $w_{cjk}$, $w_{cjkopt}$ is selected.4.Steps 2 and 3 are repeated for each wavelet type $WT_{k}$, for $k = 2,3..,P$ to obtain $w_{cj} = \{ w_{cj1opt},w_{cj2opt},...,w_{cjPopt}\}$.5.The bases of wavelet families, $\psi_{cj} = \{\psi_{c1},\psi_{cj1},....,\psi_{cjP}\}$ are obtained from $w_{cj}$ using the method explained in the previous section.6.The sparsity of $X_{cj}$ in various bases, $\Psi_{cjtotal} = \{\psi_{cj},\psi_{cjlpc},\psi_{dct}\}$ is evaluated by sparse recovery using OMP greedy algorithm, $\widehat{X_{c}} = \psi_{cj}b_{j}$ for $j = 1,2,...,P + 2$ where $b_{j} = argmin{\parallel X_{c} - \psi_{jc}b_{j} \parallel}_{2}^{2} + \gamma{\parallel b_{j} \parallel}_{1}^{1}$.7.The evaluation is done by keeping an upper threshold for reconstruction error as $\varepsilon \leq {\parallel X_{c} - \widehat{X_{c}} \parallel}_{2}$, $\varepsilon = 0.005$ and find ${\parallel b_{j} \parallel}_{0}$.8.The basis $\psi_{cjopt}$ from $\Psi_{cjtotal}$ that gives maximum sparsity or less reconstruction error is selected.9.The steps from 2 to 8 are repeated for other categories *cj* to find out $\Psi_{opttotal} = \{\psi_{c1opt},\psi_{c2opt},\psi_{c3opt}\}$. *Optimum wavelet tree structure*

The best wavelet packet tree structures using Daubechies wavelets from order 2 to 10 (db2 to db10) are obtained using entropy based best basis selection [@br0270] and the structure common for all the frames is selected. It is experimentally observed that the common wavelet packet tree structures for all the frames considered are same even though bases are different. This common wavelet packet structure Tree1, has been shown by dashed line in the 5 level wavelet packet decomposition structure shown in [Fig. 8](#fg0100){ref-type="fig"}. The average count of basis for different tree structures for a 5 level decomposition is shown in [Fig. 9](#fg0110){ref-type="fig"} for randomly chosen 50 male and female speeches. It can be found that the average basis count is minimum for Tree1 structure while reconstructing speech with an error $\leq = 0.005$ which indicates a higher level of sparsity for Tree1.Figure 8Wavelet packet tree structure for 5 levels of decomposition and common tree structure {*N*~5~*N*~6~*N*~7~*N*~8~*N*~9~*N*~10~} shown as dashed line.Figure 8Figure 9The average basis count with different tree structures (Tree1:*N*~5~*N*~6~*N*~7~*N*~8~*N*~9~*N*~10~, Tree2:*N*~15~*N*~16~*N*~17~*N*~18~*N*~9~*N*~10~*N*~2~, Tree3:*N*~15~*N*~16~*N*~17~*N*~18~*N*~9~*N*~10~*N*~5~*N*~6~, Tree4:*N*~31~*N*~32~*N*~16~*N*~17~*N*~18~*N*~9~*N*~10~*N*~5~*N*~6~, Tree5:*N*~7~*N*~8~*N*~9~*N*~10~*N*~11~*N*~12~*N*~13~*N*~14~, Tree6:*N*~15~*N*~16~*N*~17~*N*~18~*N*~9~*N*~10~*N*~11~*N*~12~*N*~13~*N*~14~) using Daubechies wavelets for (a) 50 female speakers and (b) 50 male speakers.Figure 9

The optimum wavelet family is selected for the best tree structure Tree1 by finding the basis that gives minimum average basis count for 500 frames of speech category and the results of the experiment are summarized in [Table 5](#tbl0050){ref-type="table"} which also includes the hybrid basis consisting of wavelet with other basis.(i)*Voiced* Results show that db8 and db9 are good candidates for voiced frames due to their low average basis count. The voiced frames can be more sparsely represented by a sine waves due to its quasi-periodicity. Hence, the reconstruction of speech samples using the hybrid basis of wavelet db8 and DCT gives the minimum average basis count and has been selected as the basis for voiced speech components.(ii)*Unvoiced* Our previous work on dynamic basis selection [@br0120], [@br0160] used LPC basis for mapping unvoiced sounds. In [@br0250], the author used Daubechies wavelet of order 3 due to the high-frequency nature for analysis and representation of unvoiced sounds. The average basis count is minimum for hybrid basis of db3 & LPC which is lower than that for db3 alone. So this hybrid basis of db3 & LPC of order 12 has been selected as the basis for unvoiced sounds.(iii)*Inactive* As displayed in [Table 5](#tbl0050){ref-type="table"}, it is clear that the average basis count for db3 is nearer to that of the hybrid basis of LPC & DCT which gives a minimum value. As the inactive regions have little information, db3 will be a suitable candidate for representation as this gives a reduction in the bit rate.Table 5The average basis count for greedy reconstruction of various speech categories using Tree1 wavelet structure for Daubechies family db2 to db10 and its combinations using DCT and LPC.Table 5BasisCountBasisCountBasisCountBasisCountVoiceddb263.05db654.59db1056.28db7&DCT44.31db357.62db755.39db4&DCT44.72**db8&DCT43.90**db457.90db854.90db5&DCT44.87db9&DCT43.95db557.07db955.14db6&DCT44.52db10&DCT44.36Unvoiceddb255.40db855.22db559.19db3&DCT52.65db352.24db954.96db653.53LPC68.82db455.97db1055.26db755.13**db3&LPC48.35**Inactivedb214.90DCT22.90**db314.25**LPC17.17

6. Quantization of parameters {#se0180}
=============================

The success of speech coding mechanism lies not only on the quality of reconstruction but also on its efficiency in reducing bit rate without perceptional loss [@br0290]. For the proposed frame work, the measurements obtained and the LPC coefficients of each frame need to be transmitted. As the LPC coefficients are required only for unvoiced components which constitute only nearly 30% of the speech signal, the quantization of measurements of each frame that has to be transmitted plays a leading factor in determining the transmission bit rate.

6.1. LPC quantization {#se0190}
---------------------

Standard vector quantization is applied to LPC coefficients of order 12 for unvoiced frames. The codebook is generated by clustering the LPC coefficients and finding the centroids using LBG algorithm. The LPC coefficients are derived for NB speech signals of TIMIT A and clean region of NOIZEUS databases for a frame size of 160 that has a collective duration of 323 minutes and sampled at 8 kHz. Due to the instability associated with LPC coefficients, they are converted to Line Spectral Frequencies (LSF) before quantization. The codebooks of size 256, 512 and 1024 are constructed to measure the impact of quantization. Using vector quantization, the bit rate can be reduced from 2400 bps (assuming 50% frames are unvoiced) allocating 8 bits/LPC coefficient to 250 bps for a codebook of length 1024. Since the LPC coefficients are obtained only for unvoiced frames, a further improvement is obtained by using codebooks that are generated using unvoiced frames of databases alone and its results are given in the next section.

6.2. Measurement quantization {#se0200}
-----------------------------

The quantization error of measurements has a great impact on the reconstruction accuracy due to its significance in sparse recovery. In our previous works [@br0120], [@br0160], the probability distribution of speech is exploited for quantization of measurements which requires both the mean and variance of each measurement vector to be transmitted along with indices. Due to a large number of measurements, scalar based quantization schemes will not give a significant reduction in bit rate. The various schemes considered including our proposed scheme for the quantization of measurements are as follows;(i)*Gaussian codebook based quantization* The measurement vectors obtained are mapped to Gaussian codebook of length 1024. Due to the difference in the length of measurement vectors with reduction factor *s*, ranging from 0.9 to 0.2, various Gaussian codebooks of size $1024 \times (Ns)$ are generated. The measurement vectors are normalized before mapping by subtracting its mean and dividing by its variance. The index corresponding to the codebook entry that has maximum closeness to the measurement vector is selected by $l_{2}$ norm minimization for quantization error. These mean and variance are transmitted along with the codebook index to the receiver for recovery.(ii)*Measurement codebook based quantization* Measurement codebooks of length 1024 and 2048 are generated using LBG algorithm for various values of *s*, from the measurement vectors of training data using $\phi_{proposed}$ as the sensing matrix.(iii)*Proposed orthogonal measurement quantization* The measurement vectors are divided into orthogonal projections which have the most significant property of zero correlation among them. The orthogonal projections are directly added for the reconstruction of measurement vector. The quantization error decreases with increase in orthogonal projections. The initial codebook used for projection can be any of the measurement codebooks generated as explained before. The procedure for mapping the measurement vectors is explained in [Algorithm 2](#fg0090){ref-type="fig"}. The subsequent codebooks used after the first mapping is generated from the residue of mapping the other codebook entries to the selected entry. The indices of the codebooks are transmitted, and they are used for reconstruction of measurement vectors by generating the codebooks in a similar manner.Algorithm 2Measurement quantization using orthogonal projection.Algorithm 2

The performance evaluation of the proposed coding methodology is carried out in the next section.

7. Results & discussion {#se0210}
=======================

The bit rate efficiency of the proposed coding method is compared with that of the conventional ACELP and standardized codecs such as Adaptive Multi-rate (AMR) [@br0300], AMR-Wideband (AMR-WB) [@br0310] and Enhanced Voice Services (EVS) [@br0320]. The implementation details of 8 kbps ACELP are as follows;1.Frame length 20 ms with Hamming window2.24-bit LPC indexing using split VQ3.Allocation of 34 bits per subframe with 10 and 7 bits respectively for index and gain of each code book The proposed method is also compared with CS based speech compression mechanisms proposed in [@br0140] and [@br0330]. The speech samples used for carrying out the experiments are selected at random from both male and female speakers of TIMIT B database that are band limited to 4 kHz and the results shown are average obtained for 50 speech samples. The coding performance is evaluated by the following metrics.1.Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR) for the original speech signal *X* and its reconstructed version $\widehat{X}$, is defined as$$SNR\text{~(dB)} = 20log\frac{{\parallel X \parallel}_{2}}{{\parallel X - \widehat{X} \parallel}_{2}}$$2.Mean Square Error (MSE) given as$$\frac{\sum_{N}{\parallel X - \widehat{X} \parallel}_{2}^{2}}{N}$$ where *N* is the length of the signal.3.Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality (PESQ) is an objective method to test the speech quality defined in the ITU-T P.862 standard [@br0340].4.MOS (Mean Opinion Score) is the average of informal listening quality results for 20 speakers using a 5 point scale described as follows;Rating54321QualityExcellentGoodFairPoorBad To validate the improvements in the individual sections of the proposed coding scheme, only a few from the above mentioned quality measures are required.

7.1. Evaluation of proposed sensing matrix {#se0220}
------------------------------------------

The performance of $\phi_{proposed}$ is compared with the most commonly used Gaussian random matrix $\phi_{Gaussian}$ by using DCT as the sparsifying basis, and the recovery is obtained using greedy OMP algorithm. From the summary depicted in [Table 6](#tbl0060){ref-type="table"}, the degradation in SNR is higher for the Gaussian random matrix at lower values of *s*. In addition to that, the proposed sensing matrix also offers the advantage of lower complexity by eliminating the multiplications and reducing the additions due to the sparse nature.Table 6Reconstructed speech quality as a function of reduction factor using DCT basis for both *ϕ*~*proposed*~ and *ϕ*~*Gaussian*~.Table 6Sensing matrixSNR (dB)$s = 0.8$0.60.40.2*ϕ*~*proposed*~13.189.946.423.26*ϕ*~*Gaussian*~12.558.694.200.14

7.2. Validation of frame categorization {#se0230}
---------------------------------------

We conducted experiments for speech reconstruction using the proposed frame categorization & basis selection and also using DCT basis, LPC basis, dynamic selection of basis from DCT and LPC [@br0120] for the purpose of comparison. Reconstruction quality is evaluated for above mentioned bases by obtaining the SNR as a function of *s* and the results are summarized in [Table 7](#tbl0070){ref-type="table"}. There is an augmentation in the quality of reconstructed speech using dynamic basis allocation in comparison to fixed basis and among all allocations, the proposed categorization & basis selection gives an improved quality for the reconstructed speech at the receiver due to more accurate representation of various categories of speech.Table 7Performance comparison as SNR of reconstructed speech for proposed frame categorization & basis selection with various bases used for CS recovery.Table 7Reduction factor (s)SNR (dB)DCTLPCDynamic LPC&DCTProposed0.913.4414.1813.4715.580.710.2711.3310.3011.640.56.836.896.847.530.33.453.543.453.67

7.3. Quantization of parameters {#se0240}
-------------------------------

The obtained measurements and LPC coefficients need to be transmitted for every speech frame. Various quantization schemes are compared in this section to validate the performance efficiency of the proposed method.

### 7.3.1. LPC quantization {#se0250}

Using LBG algorithm, LPC codebooks in the form of LSFs are constructed of length 256, 512 and 1024 to quantize the LPC vectors. Since the LPC vector needs to be transmitted only for the unvoiced frames in the proposed architecture, the impact of quantization is less due to less number of unvoiced frames in a speech signal. The unvoiced frames of NB clean speech signal belonging to NOIZEUS and TIMIT A databases are separated out manually to derive the LPC vectors that serve as the training data for obtaining unvoiced codebooks of various length. From the results summarized in [Fig. 10](#fg0120){ref-type="fig"} in terms of collective $l_{2}$-norm of quantization error for unvoiced speech samples, it is evident that the new developed codebook gives a better performance and the quality of quantization increases with the length of codebook. It has been found that due to the less number of unvoiced frames, the variation in quality of perceived speech is negligible with length of the unvoiced codebook and hence the bit allocation is fixed to 7 for LPC quantization.Figure 10LPC quantization error variation with length and category of codebook.Figure 10

### 7.3.2. Measurement quantization {#se0260}

The quantization of measurements is significant as it occupies majority of the transmission bandwidth and plays a crucial role in sparse recovery. Gaussian codebooks are generated using Gaussian iid process and for measurement codebook based quantization, codebooks of dimension 1024 or $2048 \times (Ns)$ are constructed by using the obtained measurements from speech signals of TIMIT A and NOIZEUS databases as training data. The comparison between Gaussian and measurement codebooks is illustrated in [Table 8](#tbl0080){ref-type="table"} for $s = 0.5$ by measuring the distortion in terms of MSE and SNR using *y* and $\widehat{y}$, respectively the unquantized and quantized measurements. The quantization performance using measurement codebook is better than the Gaussian codebook for all the cases. The split measurement quantization gives improvement over the other methods but at a higher bit rate due to the increase in the number of indices.Table 8Performance comparison of measurement quantization using Gaussian and Measurement codebooks of lengths 1024 and 2048 for *s* = 0.5. The values given in bracket for codebook dimension column indicates the number of codebooks.Table 8Codebook dimensionMeasurement codebookGaussian codebookSNR (dB)MSESNR (dB)MSE1024 × 802.750.0460.250.0822048 × 803.200.0420.270.0821024 × 10 (8)6.750.0151.230.0652048 × 10 (8)7.110.0121.300.0641024 × 20 (4)5.630.0240.680.0742048 × 20 (4)6.190.0200.720.0731024 × 40 (2)3.820.0360.410.0792048 × 40 (2)4.340.0320.430.078

There is an augmentation in SNR with number of mappings and length of the codebook. For various reduction factors, the experiments have been done using LSF codebook of length 256 and measurement codebook of length 1024 to evaluate the performance of the coding scheme and its outcomes are shown in [Table 9](#tbl0090){ref-type="table"} which shows an augmentation in perceptual quality with increase in level of mapping.Table 9Quality of reconstructed speech as a function of reduction factor and levels number of mapping for orthogonal quantization using measurement codebook of length 1024 and LPC codebook of length 256.Table 9Reduction factorLevels of mappingBits per frameSNRPESQMOS0.82404.412.822.910.83605.262.902.880.84805.852.963.020.851006.293.003.04  0.72404.372.802.800.73605.232.872.920.74805.822.922.930.751006.242.952.98  0.62404.412.742.780.63605.232.822.860.64805.822.862.900.651006.232.912.98  0.52404.452.742.760.53605.312.822.770.54805.872.882.840.551006.302.932.97  0.42404.302.702.730.43605.032.732.760.44805.522.762.780.451005.852.772.79  0.32404.092.662.600.33604.802.712.630.34805.252.742.630.351005.552.772.67  0.22403.182.482.520.23603.602.502.500.24803.842.522.560.251003.972.532.53

7.4. Impact of proposed methodologies on codec performance {#se0270}
----------------------------------------------------------

In addition to the previous experiments that analysed the individual performance of various proposals; (i) Proposed sensing matrix, (ii) Speech categorization based selection of basis and (iii) Orthogonal VQ for measurement quantization, the impact of these contributions on the developed coding scheme is measured and analysed in this section.

Experiments are done by replacing each proposal in the proposed coding scheme with a suitable candidate and the reconstructed quality of speech is measured. The outcomes of the experiments are illustrated in [Table 10](#tbl0100){ref-type="table"} for $s = 0.3$, 0.5 and 0.7. As supplementary materials, we have provided 4 speech files each of original and reconstructed using the proposed coding scheme. For each original speech file denoted as *originalX* with $X = 1/2/3/4$, there are 2 reconstructed speech files *reconstructedXs3* and *reconstructedXs5* that correspond to reduction factors 0.3 and 0.5 respectively. In order to evaluate the significance of proposed sensing matrix, the experiments are conducted by replacing it with Gaussian sensing matrix shown as Variant 1 in [Table 10](#tbl0100){ref-type="table"}. Similarly, experiments are conducted by replacing speech category based basis with DCT basis (Variant 3) and orthogonal mapping with conventional VQ for measurement quantization (Variant 2).Table 10The impact of various methodologies used for proposed coding scheme on the reconstructed speech quality.Table 10Coding schemeSensing matrixMeasurement quantizationBasis$s = 0.3$$s = 0.5$$s = 0.7$SNRPESQMOSSNRPESQMOSSNRPESQMOSProposedSparse binary proposed matrixOrthogonal VQProposed hybrid basis5.552.772.676.302.932.976.242.952.98Variant 1Gaussian iidOrthogonal VQProposed hybrid basis1.220.981.162.471.821.503.272.011.64Variant 2Sparse binary proposed matrixConventional VQProposed hybrid basis1.311.591.372.711.971.613.612.001.63Variant 3Sparse binary proposed matrixOrthogonal VQDCT basis4.872.311.926.072.492.126.102.592.28

For the proposed coding scheme and its variants, there is an augmentation in reconstructed speech quality with increase in reduction factor (*s*) from 0.3 to 0.7. The use of proposed binary sensing matrix with conventional VQ yields poor result. This is because, in conventional VQ, mapping is done by using Gaussian distribution for speech samples. But, the usage of proposed binary sensing matrix violates this Gaussian distribution due to the addition of *m* adjacent samples. The usage of a common DCT basis which is one of the sparsifying basis of speech gave better results but lower than that of proposed coding method. This is due to the usage of better representation for different categories of speech signal. The performance of Gaussian iid is poor due to the large mutual coherence that exists with the sparsifying basis. Thus, the proposed coding scheme gives better performance for various reduction factors.

7.5. Evaluation of the proposed coding methodology {#se0280}
--------------------------------------------------

The performance comparison of the proposed coding framework with ACELP implemented and the standardized codecs; AMR, AMR-WB and EVS is given in [Table 11](#tbl0110){ref-type="table"}. The optimum performance for the proposed coding mechanism is chosen at five levels of mapping with $s = 0.5$ that give rise to a bit rate of 5.275 kbps with 7 bits for LPC coding (assuming a maximum of 50% as unvoiced frames), 100 bits for measurement quantization and 2 bits for categorization of each frame. At 5.275 and 7.275 kbps respectively, the MOS score of the proposed coding scheme is similar to that of 6.7 kbps AMR-NB and 7.2 kbps EVS.Table 11Quality of proposed coding scheme at an optimum bit allocation with various standardized codecs.Table 11CodecBit rateMOSAMR-NB4.75 kbps2.30AMR-NB6.7 kbps3.01AMR-NB8 kbps3.10AMR-WB6.6 kbps2.90EVS5.9 kbps3.20EVS7.2 kbps3.30EVS8 kbps3.40Proposed5.275 kbps2.97Proposed7.275 kbps3.17ACELP8 kbps2.87

The proposed speech coding scheme allows the flexibility of multilevel scalability by varying both the number of measurements and levels of orthogonal mapping for measurement quantization. It also offers the advantages of inherent de-noising and encryption that are benefited from compressed sensing. Noisy inputs having SNR ranging from 0 to 10 dB are given to proposed coding methodology and the results are summarized in [Table 12](#tbl0120){ref-type="table"} for different levels of measurement quantization. The results show that without having a subsystem for noise elimination, the output SNR is improved by 2-5 dB which shows its inherent capability for noise reduction at low input SNRs. As the input SNR increases, the amount of noise, which is the non-sparse component reduces. But, at low input SNR, the noise is more and hence noise suppression performance is improved. This is evident from [Table 12](#tbl0120){ref-type="table"} which shows an improvement of 3-4 dB for 0 dB input signal.Table 12Improvement in SNR of reconstructed speech using proposed coding algorithm for noisy inputs having different types of noise. *L* indicates the number of mapping levels for measurement quantization.Table 12Noise typeOutput SNR (dB)$L = 4$$L = 5$0 dB5 dB10 dB0 dB5 dB10 dBAirport3.354.988.342.355.058.42Babble3.334.767.843.404.807.99Car4.325.348.604.685.448.76Exhibition4.306.729.534.706.549.40Restaurant3.304.927.983.284.997.93Station3.485.608.863.485.518.89Street4.456.198.934.326.188.78

A comparison of the proposed speech coding with CS based compression schemes given in [@br0140] and [@br0330] in terms of bit rate, Compression Ratio (CR), complexity and reconstruction accuracy has been carried out. [Table 13](#tbl0130){ref-type="table"} displays the summary of the results where the proposed coding scheme can operate at low or medium complexity based upon the number of levels of mapping for measurement quantization. In both [@br0140] and [@br0330], the signal transformation prior to sensing measurements increases complexity. In Ramdas et al. [@br0140], the input speech frame is converted into DCT domain, and the measurement are quantized using Analysis by Synthesis approach which further increases the complexity. For $s = 0.5$, Ramdas et al. [@br0140] coding scheme can operate at a bit rate of 8 and 12 kbps by allocating 2 and 3 bits respectively for measurement quantization. Even though measurement quantization has been done in Ramdas et al. [@br0140], the low bit rate of our proposed scheme is due to the vector quantization of measurements. In [@br0330], the encoder complexity is due to the application of Contourlet Transform (CT) to the spectrogram of speech signal, and the higher bit rate is due to the direct transmission of measurements. The proposed method gives a similar performance as that of others but at a very low bit rate and at par with the standard codecs.Table 13Comparison of proposed coding scheme with various compression methods based on compressed sensing. *s* indicates the reduction factor and *L* indicates the number of mappings for measurement quantization.Table 13Coding methodBit rate (kbps)CR%SNR (dB)PESQSensing matrixEncoder operationComplexityProposed *s* = 0.5, *L* = 44.2756.685.872.93Proposed sparse\
Binary sensing\
Matrix (low complex)1. Sensing frames\
2. Measurement quantizationMediumProposed *s* = 0.5, *L* = 55.2758.246.302.88MediumProposed *s* = 0.7, *L* = 33.2755.115.232.87LowProposed *s* = 0.8, *L* = 22.2753.554.412.82LowRamdas [@br0140]812.56.202.73iid Gaussian\
Matrix (highly complex)1. DCT transformationHigh1218.756.722.792. Sensing frames3. Measurement quantizationMaher [@br0330]25.64011.832.73Chaotic system\
based matrix1. Contourlet transformMedium2. Sensing

8. Conclusion {#se0290}
=============

A novel CS based speech coding scheme by considering the signal features has been designed and implemented in this paper. Instead of Gaussian random matrix, a sparse binary sensing matrix is proposed for the measurement sensing that enhanced the performance of the speech coding. By categorizing the frames of speech, a proper basis beneficial for sparse recovery is allocated. The complexity of the proposed coding is reduced by utilizing the measurements for frame categorization and by using a reduced number of bases for sparse recovery. We used conventional VQ for LPC coefficients and an orthogonal mapping based VQ is devised for the measurement vectors without much degradation in the quality of perceived speech. In comparison to other CS based speech coding in literature, the measurements are obtained without doing signal transformation which further reduced the transmitter complexity. The performance of the coding scheme at 5.275 kbps is equivalent to that of 6.7 kbps AMR-NB and at par with 7.2 kbps EVS at a slightly higher bit rate of 7.275 kbps. In addition to all, the CS based coding offers the advantages of inherent encryption and de-noising of 2-4 dB at lower input SNRs. The complexity reduction of sparse recovery will enable the implementation of CS based speech coding for real time applications due to its low bit rate.
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